
 
“Coburg High School acknowledges the Wurundjeri People, upon whose land 

the school rests. We pay our respects to elders both past and present.” 

 

Welcome 
Welcome to term 3 and to the start of the next stage of the educational journey of Coburg High School. It is 
an honour and privilege to be the new principal of Coburg High School.  I would like to thank Andrew 
Robertson for his work during term 2 as the acting principal—there is a farewell message from Andrew 
below—and Catherine McMahon for her work as the acting principal in term 1. The whole school—the 
leadership team, staff, students and parents—can be proud of many aspects of the educational program at 
Coburg High School.  

As principal, my focus is on leading the continued development of high levels of student achievement, 
engagement, wellbeing, talent development and collaboration at Coburg High School.  I am committed to 
monitoring the impact we are having on student outcomes and to working together with staff, students and 
parents to continue to improve the school. This term, there will be a formal review of our school 
performance over recent years and through that there will be opportunities for substantial reflection on our 
strengths and areas for improvement as a school. In conjunction with the wider school community, we will 
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develop our long-term vision for the school.  There will be opportunities for involvement of staff, students 
and parents in shaping the future direction of the Coburg High School and in defining the values that 
underpin that direction.  I invite everyone to engage with the review process and to offer ideas, suggestions 
and feedback throughout.  
 
There will be more information about opportunities to meet with me and to be involved in the school 
review process soon. In the meantime, I encourage parents, students and staff to come along to the ‘Most 
Likely to Succeed’ film night, as previously advertised by the school council, this Thursday 21 July from 4pm 
in the school theatrette. To book a ticket, please go to https://trybooking.com/LYKY 
 
Even though Coburg High School was only officially re-established in 2015, the original Coburg High 
School has a rich and diverse history as one of the first high schools in Victoria. This year is important for 
Coburg High School as it marks the centenary of the opening of the original Coburg High School in 1916. 
We will mark the centenary with the opening of a time capsule on August 17 and a centenary festival and 
open day at the school on Sunday, 23 October, 2016. This is a significant opportunity for current and former 
students and families and members of the wider Moreland community to come together to celebrate. 

There are many eminent and high-profile former students of the original Coburg High School, including 
Doris Carter—the first female Australian track and field athlete to medal at an Olympics—and Raelene Boyle 
who represented Australia at three Olympic Games. Glenyys Romanes—a former mayor of both Brunswick 
and Moreland—is also one of the Coburg High School alumni. There is more information about the original 
Coburg High School and former students on the website of the Coburg High School Historical Society: 
www.coburghighhistorical.org  
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RECONCILIATION DAY FLASH MOB 

On Friday 27th of May, 
students from 7F and 
7G participated in a 
flashmob at the 
Coburg Mall.  

We worked together 
with Coburg Primary 
School, Moreland 
council, Oxygen and 
Indigenous Hip Hop 
Artists to celebrate 
indigenous culture 
and raise awareness of 
Reconciliation week.  

Our students brought 
a lot of enthusiasm and energy. Fantastic effort and so much fun. Let’s do it again next year! 

Lotte Riddle

COBURG HIGH SCHOOL 20TH JULY 2016
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I firmly believe that Coburg High School will 
continue to not only grow rapidly in 
enrolments but also to improve rapidly in 
terms of the educational opportunities we 
provide for our students. 
 
Many thanks to the students, staff and parents 
who have warmly welcomed me to the Coburg 
High School community over the past week. I 
look forward to the challenges ahead as we 
work together for the personal growth and 
learning of our students. 

Finally, as announced by the acting principal 
Andrew Robertson last term, the semester 1 
student reports will be available to parents on 
Compass this Friday, 22 July.  In future, we will 
maintain reporting timelines and publish 
student reports on Compass before the end of 
each semester.  

Stewart Milner, 
Principal 

Dear families, 
    
Please join me in wishing a fond farewell and good luck to Vic Evangelou - our careers and pathways 
coordinator - and to Catherine Mannella - our wellbeing leader. Vic starts retirement next term, and 
Catherine will be on leave for 18 months completing a contract for La Trobe University.  
    We wish them both all the best for the next part of life’s rich pageant.  
       
Congratulations to Stewart Milner on his appointment as Coburg High School’s new principal. This will 
herald a new phase in the life and journey of the school. There will be an opportunity to welcome him in 
early Term Three. 
      
Term Two has been as eventful as it always is in secondary schools, with many sports teams out as the winter 
season gets underway. I’d like to acknowledge all our athletes who competed at inter-school sports events 
this term and represented the High School with pride and dignity. And a huge thank you to our staff for 
organising and supporting these important learning opportunities. 
     
We’ve also been lucky enough to join many of our senior students in watching musical, dramatic and dance 
performances for “Selfie”, lunchtime concerts, School of Rock and senior school assessments.  
    
We are very proud of our school results in the international Language Perfect World Championship, with 
Coburg High School placing first in Victoria for Spanish, first in Australia in the 251- 500 students category, 
and second in Australia for all schools with Spanish.  
    
Thank you so much to families for your commitment to Student Led Conferences and Parent Teacher 
Interviews. And also to those parents who regularly check Compass to keep up-to-date with events, 
learning tasks and attendance. 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YEAR 8 SLAM POETRY: LUKA LESSON 
On the 27th of May, a slam poet came to Coburg High. 
His name is Luka Lesson, he performed for us (and 
with us) various poems about his life and his passions. 
Some students got the opportunity to perform with 
him in rap battles that showed off their ability to play 
with language on the spot. We are now writing our 
own slam poems in English class. 

Angus 
8D



    
Finally let me take this opportunity to thank everyone very much for making feel so welcome during my 
term at Coburg. This is a great school with an amazing group of teachers, and a very positive future in front 
of it. 
Take care of yourselves and your families, and all the best for the rest of 2016. 

Andrew  Robertson,  
Acting Principal  
   

Junior School  
  
- Digital Portfolios showcased at SLCs contained amazing work by both our Year 7s and 8s! 

- Both junior years took some time in Home Group to learn about two significant cultural days in our 
calendar: ANZAC Day and National Sorry Day. 

- Year 7s have been working collaboratively to make short films, based around the theme of mystery, to 
possibly be submitted to the 
ACMI Screen It Challenge. 
We’ve seen some amazing 
(and sometimes creepy!) work 
so far! 

- Year 7s have also been 
exploring identity and conflict 
resolution as part of the 
Personal and Social Capability 
unit.  

- Year 8s have been studying a 
unit on ethics, focusing on 
fairness, justice and freedom. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Home Group Elective and Clubs Program!  
Across 4 weeks in Term 3, and another 4 weeks in Term 4, Year 7s and 8s will have the chance to select mini 
units to study, that aren’t traditionally given space in the formal curriculum. Example electives this year 
include: 
- Being arty and crafty: knitting; costume design; film; multimedia 

- Being physical: gardening and garden design; cycling; outdoor ed; frisbee golf; yoga and mindfulness; 
boxing 

- Being helpful: Community volunteer group; Stand Out group 

We hope students look forward to the challenge! 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Senior Student Management Update 
 
Exams/GAT 
Congratulations to Year 10 and 11 students for completing their mid year exams. For many students this 
was their first experience of formally run VCAA style exams. Also 
congratulations to all students completing a Unit 3/4 subject who 
sat the GAT, their first official examination of the VCE schedule. 
These students should also be informed that the VCE exam 
timetable has been released and can be found on the VCAA 
website. Students can download this or wait for the arrival of the 
navigator booklet early in Term 3. This will be vital for their 
organisation of study timetables and prioritising exams.  Parents 

are also 
encouraged to 
become familiar 
with this 
document. A 
message on 
Compass will be 
sent when it is 
distributed. 

Final Assembly and farewell to Vic Evangelou and 
Catherine Mannella: It is with mixed emotions that the 
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YEAR 8 CAREERS EDUCATION AND CHOOSING OF YEAR 9 ELECTIVES 

Year 9 will feature a combination of core and elective subjects, and as such Year 8 students will complete a 
four week course on careers education, developed from the Victorian Careers Curriculum Framework. As 
part of this unit, Year 8s will engage in activities designed for self development, career exploration and 
career management. Students are encouraged to talk with adults they know about their career path. Some 
sample questions: 

- What was your first job? 

- How many times have you changed work? 

- If you have ever been unemployed, how did you spend your time? 

- Are there any career decisions you regret making? 

- How have technological changes affected your work? 

- What advice would you give to yourself if you were my age? 



senior school bid farewell to two valued members of our team, Vic Evangelou and Catherine Mannella. Both 
have been invaluable members of the senior management team and have been integral in supporting our 
students to navigate day to day life both at and outside of Coburg High School. Their wealth of connections 
and knowledge will be missed, as will Vic’s colourful socks and Catherine’s smiling face! The students 
farewelled Vic and Catherine formally in Friday’s assembly. We wish Vic a very happy retirement, one he 
thoroughly deserves and we wish Catherine all the best in her future endeavours. 

Music Performances  

The Year 11 and 12 music students had a 
showcase of their performance pieces 
with an external assessor Wednesday the 
25th of May. This is a vital step in their 
preparation for their final performance 
examination in the VCE. A special thanks 
to Heather and the Arts department for 
their hard work on this project.  

Dance and Drama Showcase 

There have also been two showcases of 
the Year 10, 11 and 12 Dance and Drama 
pieces in term 2. Another vital step in 
students preparation for the VCE exams. 
Congratulations to all students on their 
performances and special thanks to Sarah 
Kate and Luke and the Arts department for their hard work.  

The Year 12 class of 2016 received their senior school jumpers this Term and look extremely snazzy! 
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LEADERSHIP GROUP 

Coburg High School has a leadership group that consists of school captains, vice captains and house 
captains. Every month a meeting takes place; within these meetings members in the junior school 
leadership group all come together to pay forward their ideas and suggestions for events.  

These meetings are also used to plan events and put them into action. So far these events have 
involved parts of the athletics carnival, the collecting of donations for the red shield appeal and the 
full running of the whole school assembly. We are working on some electives such as- food tech, 
woodwork, other languages, gardening and clubs; we are also working on more fundraising events 
such as: a casual clothes day on the last day of school, school fete and a school disco. These events 
are not yet definite but we are working on putting as many of them into action as possible. If you have 
any suggestions for events or fundraisers come and find someone from the leadership group and we 
will mention your suggestions in the meeting and try our best to put them into action. 

Byron Singleton, Junior School Vice Captain

YEAR 12 JUMPERS



Digital Support & Technology 
Thanks to all the parents who attended the parent technology information evenings on May 9th and July 
13th. It was great have you all there! 

Please make sure you check the Compass News Feed at least twice a week for important events and items 
that may require action, such as permissions, payments and absences. 

Technology resources and support 
Please visit Compass and select School Resources under the ‘pencil’ menu, then click on Technology > 
Technology guides and links for parents. Here you will find a selection of resources to help you use 
Compass and the Wikis and ‘DiRP’, our Digital Resources Page for parents and students, where you will find 
more useful information. If you are in need of further support please email IT support at: 
itsupport@coburg.vic.edu.au, or call reception on (03) 93531700. 

Career Development Program 
Delivery of careers advice in schools is varied and ranges from an information centered approach, in which 
the career advisor makes information available about careers, to a student centered approach, in which the 
career advisor works individually with the student. 

Career education is just another element of the  School’s provision of a rich and balanced education. 
Students will be assisted  to make decisions at key transition points to support them through  successful 
transition from school to further education or work. It also aims to develop the career management 
competencies that will equip students  to manage their career pathways and opportunities into the future. 

In these busy times, managing a career is more important than ever before. Career development is 
the process of managing life, learning and work. Career development is a vital element of the lifecycle as it 
assists people to navigate their way through education and training into employment and fulfilling working 
lives.   
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Aims: 
• To empower students to make informed decisions about their course and career pathways.  

• Provide information, counselling and transferable skill development programs. 

• Equip students to make the transition from school to further study and the workplace. 

• Develop on-line resources that students can use to assist them in making informed decisions about 
their course and career pathways.  

Year 8 Program 

The career development and guidance program, will help students 
to: 

• explore their career potential through self awareness 
activities. 

• research a wide range of career options. 

• understand how to make decisions and how these decisions  
impact   on future aspirations. 

• develop career management skills so that students are well 
prepared to face the challenges of a changing world.  

Year 10 Program 

Students will be required to prepare a Career Action Plan. This will  help students to focus on their goals 
and plans for the future. It helps them work out how they are going to achieve what they want relating to 
school, work and life. A Career Action Plan lets students plan for different options relating to their career 
goals and plans. 

Information and guidance support will be provided to students to strengthen their ability to make effective 
decisions as they move from school to further education and training. 

Year 11 Program 

This will build on the year 10 Program.  Strategies will be introduced to assist students manage their 
pathways to further study and the workforce. 

Developing these skills is essential to the successful management of their own pathway, now and 
throughout their working lives.  Students need to develop their knowledge, understanding and experience 
of opportunities in education, training and employment, to enable them to move through the transition 
phase from compulsory schooling to further education, training and development. 

All students are encouraged to utilise the facilities of the Careers Program and request an appointment with 
the Careers Coordinator if they wish to discuss VCE studies, future directions, career options and 
enrichment opportunities.  
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JAMES TREMBATH, YEAR 8 VISUAL ARTS

http://www.unihigh.vic.edu.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=43&Itemid=32


ACTIVITIES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR INCLUDE: 

• Study Skills program/Careers Action Plan – update. 

• Discussion re Year 12 course of study. 

• Careers / tertiary focus week. 

• Guest Speaker sessions. 

• Bridging Program and counselling for students “at risk”. 

• Year 12 Orientation program. 

• Counselling as required for VCE subject choices.   

Year 12 Program 

Students are encouraged to utilise the facilities of the Careers Program and request an appointment with 
the Careers Coordinator if they wish to discuss VCE studies, future directions; career options and 
enrichment opportunities. 

ACTIVITIES     
• Parent Information Evening 

• Exam preparation program 

• “Introduction to VTAC” workshops to 
explain how the tertiary application and 
selection process works   

• TIS (Tertiary Information Session) 

• Open days at tertiary institutions 

• VTAC interviews to assist with tertiary 
applications           

• pre-requisites and extra requirements 

• Apply for SEAS and Scholarships 

• Apply for courses via VTAV login account 

• Interview skills workshop  

• VCE results released- Assistance with 
Change of Preferences. 

• First round offers 

 
ONLINE RESOURCES  

The Victorian Curriculum and 
Assessment Authority 

www.vcaa.vic.edu.au 

Victorian Tertiary Admissions 
Centre (VTAC) 

www.vtac.edu.au 

TAFE Course Directory 

http://www.tafe.vic.gov.au/
TAFECourses/ 

Australia’s Career Information 
and Guidance Service 

www.myfuture.edu.au 

Hobson Course finder 

www.HobsonsCourseFinder.co
m.au 

Blake Stanfield, 

Careers and Pathways Coordinator 
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Health & Physical Education 
CROSS COUNTRY AGE GROUP CHAMPIONS 

13 Boys Ryan Isdale 

13-14 Girls Charlotte Wade 

14 Boys Abe Tsitaridis 

15 Boys Toby Neal 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO QUALIFIED 
FOR REGIONAL CROSS COUNTRY: 

13 year old boys cross country team 

14 year old girls cross country team 

14 year old boys cross country team 

Charlotte Wade Individual qualifier 

To see what else is happening, keep an eye on 
these two links: 

https://7subjects.coburg.vic.edu.au/groups/
7interschoolsport/ 

https://community.coburg.vic.edu.au/groups/
coburghighschoolnews/wiki/cd191/
Sport_and_Athletics.html 

Spanish 
Coburg High’s participation in the Language Perfect World Championships was a complete success! In 
total, CHS students spent 3,012 hours online answering 454,905 questions with a total of 169,725 points 
earned across all languages. Our Year 7 and 8 students worked hard as a team to achieve some amazing 
results.  

1st in Victoria for Spanish (out of 166 schools)  
1st in Australia in the 251- 500 students category 
for Spanish (out of 204 schools)  
2nd in Australia for Spanish (out of 575 schools)  
7th in the world for Spanish (out of 867 schools) 
8th in the world for Greek (out of 644 school) 
14th in the world for Arabic (out of 680 schools) 
104th overall in the world (out of 1111 
schools) 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BELL STREET MURAL 

The 2016 Digital Landscapes Class has persevered in 
maintaining the Bell St. Bridge mural for VicRoads 
Adopt a Road Program. The beautification project has 
inspired young students from surrounding primary 
schools to reflect on shape, line and colour as they 
walk past 
every day. 
The mural 
project, with 
all of its 
political 
impact, will 
be included 
as a case 
study in a 
forthcoming 
English 
textbook for 
Victoria as 
well.



 
A total of 57 students received Language Perfect individual awards. Congratulations to the following 
students:  

Top 10 (Year 7): Dylan K, Jack P, Manolette R, Behrad 
A, Hiba N, Paramita S, Michaela P, Erica M, Tea T, 
Aidan D 

Top 10 (Year 8): Mahnoor N, Natalie D, Dilara S, 
Layla K, Shakiba M, Hannah P-C, Jacinta G, Emily T, 
Amalia S, Faiza Z  

Other&award&winners:&

Year&7:!Nikole(a!V,!Ahdia!M,!Mitchell!D,!Louie!C,!Ella!D,!
Jennica!C,!Nadine!A,!Toufic!E,!Nick!R,!Madalyn!P,!Kye!Li!C,!
Siam!V,!Charlo(e!H,!Elezabeth!S,!Maybel!JEM,!Tess!VEH 

Year&8:!Kaya!AEH,!Iry!U,!Michaela!E,!Phoebe!K,!Bradley!S,!Nathan!E!,!Pyman!M,!Toddy!D,!Yasemyn!B,!!Jasmine!C,!Stanley!S,!
Emilia!S,!Jasmine!S,!Peppa!P,!Gough!N,!Spud!H,!Aliyah!M,!Ishani!C,!Joab!G,!Archie!B,!Rocco!P 

English 
On Wednesday 15th of June, all Year 12 English students attended a screening of the film Mabo by Rachel 
Perkins at ACMI. Mabo is the text we are currently studying for Unit 4, Area of Study 1. It is a biographical 
film that explores the heroic quest of Eddie Koiki Mabo, fighting for the land rights of Indigenous 
Australians and Torres Strait Islanders. We were also privileged to 
attend an in-depth lecture exploring the themes and concepts of 
Mabo, which will aid us in our studies. 
Emma Watson and Lucy Shalders, Year 12 
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YEAR 10 SCIENCE



Maths & Science 
Earlier in term 2, 10 budding scientists from Year 7 
represented Coburg High School at a special event 
at the Gene Technology Access Centre (GTAC) in 
Parkville. The event, called Genetech, was a 3 part 
science expo of sorts. In the first workshop, 
students “speed dated” 6 different PhD students, 
hearing a summary of their work, undertaking a 
brief scientific activity and then asking questions. 
In the second workshop, students investigated the 
relationship between the whey protein content of 
milk and improving food security in developing 
countries. In the third workshop, students 
undertook a DNA analysis experiment in which 
they investigated the chances of inheriting 
Achondroplasia (commonly referred to as 
dwarfism).Throughout the day students connected 
with current practising scientists, used advanced 
biotechnologies and investigated problems far 
beyond what is expected at the “Year 7 level”. The 
demonstrators commented on how engaged and 
enthusiastic our students were and how well they 
spoke about science.  

GTAC Attendees: Huda Shaik, Eric De Fazio, 
Mitchell D’Oca, Ilya Gunn, Elijah Maddern, 
Erica Meagher, Ben Nippard, Alyin Olmez, 
Clothilda O’Possum, Christopher Renna 

16 mathematicians and scientists from Year 8 also 
represented Coburg High School at Victoria 
University’s Science & Engineering Challenge. 
Students were divided into 6 different teams, each 
of which were given a set of materials and a 
specific problem to solve in a set time using their 
science, mathematics and engineering knowledge. 
Each team was supported by a undergraduate or 
postgraduate student from the university who is 
studying in the STEM field. Activities included 
building the strongest bridge out of common art 
and craft material, constructing a vehicle that can 
traverse an undulating surface and designing a 
model of a “bionic hand”. These students 
represented our school wonderfully, made some 
new connections with fellow students and 
showcased some excellent science, mathematics 
and engineering skills.  

VU Science & Engineering Challenge 
Attendees: Django Dwyer, Celeste Elliott, 
Patrik Goodwin, Dieter Grusling, Spud Harrap, 
Jay Lentini, Esther Neal, Liz Pereira, Bradley 
Shears, Stanley Skinner, Oscar Spivey, Stefan 
Temelkovski, Gerard Todd, Anthony Torrini, 
Jasmine Verano, Gabe Webb-Johnson 

The Arts 
In year 7 Visual Art we have been imagining the impossible and 
developing compositional skills and painting techniques. Pictured to the 
side are a sample of works from 7E.  

Year 8 Design have been exploring materials, methods and media with 
painted, and collaged 3D typography. In the next stage of this design 
process, students will apply their signage to a shopfront interior and 
exterior design using Illustrator and Photoshop from Adobe CC. 
Pictured below is work from Celeste, Aubrey and Django, Byron, Amalia. 

Our year 8 Visual Art classes have been 
finishing up an exploration of Street Art and 
social commentaries with Lino prints as their 
finished artworks. A lot of fun was had whilst 
learning how to use the printing press, helping 
each other to troubleshoot and refine our 
artworks. A few of our artworks are featured 
throughout the newsletter, please enjoy! 
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A group of 16 Coburg Junior High School students have been 
working incredibly hard rehearsing 7 dances they will be 
performing in the Victoria State School Spectacular at Hisense 
Arena in September. Students have been rehearsing every 
Monday as a part of the arts extension program, and have 
attended two inter-school rehearsals in term 2. These 
rehearsals have been held at Essendon-Keilor College and 
have been facilitated by professional choreographer Deon 
Nuku. Students have been learning huge amounts of physical 
material in a short amount of time, and are working hard to 
perfect the dances before the show. Tickets are currently on 
sale through the Ticketek website. To get the best view of 
Coburg High School dancers you will need to book tickets in 
section 4. Please come and support our hard working students 
alongside some of the states most talented young people. 

STATE SCHOOL SPECTACULAR!

Year 11 Studio Arts have been experimenting with materials and techniques for 
an upcoming mural project. To aide us in refining our collaborative practice, 

our class spent the day exploring the city as artists gaining inspiration for 
this mammoth project. Some highlights of the excursion were 

Mailbox Art Space, Lee Krasner’s Combat and Clinamen by 
Céleste Boursier-Mougenot in the NGV International. 

We hope you enjoy the end result when it is 
unveiled later this year.



Coburg High Parents' Association 
The Coburg High Parents' Association is gathering 
momentum after our "Brainstorming" meeting on 
the 31st May. It was a great opportunity to meet 
other parents/guardians and express ideas and 
collate creative contributions from those who 
attended. Those results were posted on our 
Facebook page in rough form and will be available 
soon in an edited format. 

  

Our Facebook Group is growing, with 92 members 
at present. Joining the group is a great way to 
connect with the parent/guardian community, 
making it possible to contribute information, 
highlights and concerns. It’s a great forum for 
communicating and organising, but if Facebook 
isn't your thing, please send an email to the Parents' 
Association email account and all efforts will be 
made to keep you in the loop. It would be great to 
have every student represented by a parent/
guardian in the Facebook Group or email list, giving 
us a true representation of the community to inform 
and support the  endeavours  of the Parents' 
Association. 

We are organising some social events and 
fundraising activities which will be announced soon 
- there was an abundance of ideas to choose from! 
A Trivia Night is top of the list and we will be 
supporting some school events with catering as an 
opportunity for fundraising. The teaching staff have 
been expressing ideas for activities the PA can 
become involved in with time, donations and skills.  

Compass will be used to announce the next 
meeting date. We will try to change the day of the 
week we meet to ensure parents/guardians can all 
get an opportunity to attend. We hope to see lots of 
new faces! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
603522836479675/?fref=ts 

coburghighparentsassociation@gmail.com 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Wellbeing 
Below is a link to the resilience project. This is about building resilience to create mental health. If you have 
any questions feel free to contact us. 
http://theresilienceproject.com.au 

Community Notices 
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Coburg High School
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100th Anniversary 
Reunion 

Sunday October 23rd 2016 
12.30-pm-5.30pm 

At Coburg High School 
Official welcome 2.30pm. 

Community and ex-students welcome. 

  Food and drinks available to purchase. Displays and 
tours available. 

        Enquiries and acceptances to:  
Tom Anderson              0438 706 204 

tha1906@bigpond.com.au 
Email: coburghshg@hotmail.com  Membership Registrations. 

Website: www.coburghighhistorical.org 

http://www.coburghighhistorical.org
http://www.coburghighhistorical.org

